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IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUDICATURE AT BOMBAY
ORCINARY ORIGINAL CIVIL JURISOICITON

W&LLII T ITt Q&JLQJ.ThLS)1. J199

Smoke Affected Residents Forum

Petitioners

VERSUS
Municipal Corporation of
Greater Bombay & On.

Respondents

Mr.PIllai for Potitioners
Mr.C.U.Singh with Mrs.N,V.SanQlikar for Municipal
Corporation of Greater BomLay
Mr.R.N1.Sawant, Government Pleader, for State
Mr.Shiraz Ruflomjee i/by M/s,Hariani & Co. for
Bombay Environmental Action Group
Mr.V.K.Rarnabhadran with Ms.S.Priya i/by
Mr.P.C.Kaushik for Respondents 4 and C
Mr.J.K.Mistry i/by M/s.Crawford Bayley & Co.

for Respondent No.12

*

Mr.O.D.Madon ith Mr.Gurav Joshi
for Respondent No.14
Mr.S.A.Bh&lwal for MahanaQar Gas Ltd.
Mr.J,P.Carna with Ms.Kher 1/6y Mr.Anil Kumar
for Taxtinent Association
Mr. P. O.Ghandy with Mr. L.A,Ruben i/by M/s.Gagrat &
Co. for Respondent No.23.
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1.

iii.: -

The instant Writ Petition has been filed in

public interest by the Smoke Affected Residents
Forum seeking appro'riate directions from this Court
with'a view to control and reduce auto emission from
motor vehicles plying in the City of Mumbal.

The

inaction of, the authorities has exposed 14 million
inhabitants of this Metropolis to the menace of auto
emission, which has caused incalculable damage to
the health of the inhabitants of Mumbal on account
of oxides of Nitrogen, respirable suspended
particulates and carbon monoxide (CO), causing
serious environmental pollution.

In the Petttion,

the Petitioners have averred facts substantiating
their allegations and justifyLcig directions prayed
for In the Writ Petition. Several prayers have been
made Ir. the Writ Petition, some of them dealing with
diructions regarding consumption of unleaded petrol.
reduction of sulphur content in diesel o5.l, issuance
of P.U.C.certificate, vehicles conforming to EURO-I
norm and EURO-IL norr, etc.

It is also prayed that

all cominerciul road transport vehicles, whIch are

S

more than 15 years old,

be phased out, ^nd some

restrictions be placed on commercial transport
- v%iiicles, -. whethsr ...registered in Mu.nbai City or
outside, but which

ply

in Mumbai.

Similar

directions are sought in regard to three-wheeler and
two-wheeler motor vehicles. It is also prayed that
no motor vehicle such as oars, including taxis,
trucks, buses, two- and three-wheelers, be
registered, unless they conform to EURO-II norm
after the 1st August, 2000.

2.

In the Writ Petitipn, orders and directions

have been issued from time to time.

The first

significant order was passed on the 17th September,
1999, which noticed that autc emission had reached
dangerous levels, and was causing incalculable
damage to the health of residents of the city.
Reference was made to . the views of some of the
leading doctors and eminent cardiologists who have
averred that up to 40% of the inhabitants of Mumbal
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suffer from numerous respiratory diseases and
Illnesses: such as asthma, broncttitis, etc.

These

are on account of the air pollution in Murnbai. Some
data was also provided to highlight the adverse
effect on the constables and taxi drivers. Children
are most vulnerable to air pollution, -aid the
studies conducted by Or.Kamat showed that the
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children in Mumbai have marked stunted development
of lungs when compared to children in Madras. This
Court also noticed the directions iss)led by the Apex
Court dealing with the same problem in the National
Capital Region in the light of the mandate of
Articles, 21, 47 and 48A of the Constitution of
India.

The order also notices that the Governor of

Maharashtra tmd convened a High Level Meeting to
address

the 'issue of Environment Protection in

Mumbal, and pursuant to the decision taken in that
meeting, the Central Pollution Control Board
prepared a Draft Action Plan for Control of
Pollution In Mumbai and its neighbouringareas. The
Preamble of the Draft Action Plan recognised the
unprecedented growth during the last 50 years, which
was not without ecological degradation, lowering of
ltving standards and shortfalls in basic
Infrastructure as well as civic amenities and the
problem- being further compounded due-to unabated
migration into the city. -

It recognised that to

sustain the- development and population in the
region, urgent steps are required to be taken by
raising the level of enforceniunt through systematic
Implementation of action plan over a period of time.
This Court isked for certain particulars from the
authorities with regard to the number o- old
vehicles being plied in Mumbai, the quality and
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nature of fuel being available, the outlets
Presently available for supply of si.ioh fuel and the
requLrement of the number of outlets. However, the
Court was pleased to issue two directions forthwith,
whicn are as follows:-

•
,r,'ate (non-commercial) vehicle,
which does not conform to India 2000

C

norms, as per Government of India
Notification dated 28th August,

1997,

shall be regitt:;J in rtuwua.j.

WLCJI

effect from 1st January, 2000
and
(ii) No

private

(non-commercial) vehicle,

not conforming to EUF'O II norms, snail
be registered in Mumbat with effect
from 1st Janubry, 2001.

3. .

By Order dated 15th 0-ecember,

1999,

the

Court issued certairt directions to the State and its
authorities, and also appointed a Committee
consisting of Mr.V.M.Lal, Transport Commissioner, as
Its Chairperson and Convener of the Committee,
Or.P,$.Pasricha, former Joint Commissioner of
Police, r4umbai, and a representative each from the
Maharashtra Pollution Control Board, Bombay
Environmental Action Group, Ministry of Environment
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and Forests, Government of India, not below the rank
of Joint Secretary,

and Clean Air (Mrs.Khajotia).

The Terms of Reference of the Committee were to
examine, consider and recommend measures to reduce
vehicular pollution in Greater Murnbai, includino but
not limited to the Lssues enumerated in th.s order.
Clauses (b),
-

(c) and (t) are " relevant for our

nsrposes, which _are_as follows:-

"(b) Usage at alternative tuel. such
gasoline,

CNG/reformulated

0
etc.

Administrative & Regulatory measures
Oat would be required for setting up
additional pumps for dispensing CNG.

"(C)

Desirability

&

feasibility

of

converting the existing buses/taxis to
CNG.

(f) Desirability & feasibility of phasing
out of vehicles (private cars, trucks,
buses, taxis, autorickshaws & two
wheelers) over a certain age limit,

4.

At this stage, we may observe that this

Court is very much concerned about the availability
of CNG and the sufficiency of the number of outlets
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for supply of CNG in Greater Mumbai and particularly
in South Mumbati. This Court devoted a lot of time
on this issue with a view to see to it that
sufficient number of CNG outlets were provided.
Notice was issued to Mahanagar Gas Ltd, ..'and also
the oil companies with a view to give them necessary

0

t.rections. IrLfact, with the assistance of the
Counsel appearing for the several Respondents, even
suitable sites were identified, and directions
Issued to the authorities to take immediate stops to
provide CNG outlets in sufficient numbers.

We

cannot say that we have achieved significant
progress in this regard, but the process hal been
set in motion, and we do hope that the-State and its
authorities as well as the oil companies and gas
companies concerned will ta)ce appropriate steps to
set up more CNG cutlets all over Grater P'lumbal, so
that when large number of vehicles convert to CNG or
I t'C..

till)? - Should

Itavo

no

di ft loisi t

In gotti ng

supply of CNG/LPG anywhere in Greater Murubat,
(lip (or tunately,

thew official

red-tape and the need

for obtaining sanctions and permissions from several
Authorities do cause inordinate delay.
tii.i.j

It is hiQti

Oat the nrooedure is $ irnpl 1 fled by

ti''thor I ties.

the
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By Order dated 22nd December, 2000, the
Court revived the Committee, which was earlie,
constituted consisting

of

the representatives of

Government of Maharashtra, Public Works Department,
Bombay Municipal Corporation, MMRDA, Transport
Commissioner, Mahanagar Gas Ltd., Collector and
other concerned authorities to identify the plots at
suitable locations, finalist the terms and
conditions and approve the allotment of the plots to
Mahanagar Gas Ltd.

The Committee chai'ud by the

Transport Commissioner which was disbanded after the
submissiO,, c1fics r,ort was revived, and it was
directed to identify the plots and suitable
locations and finalise the terms and conditions and
approve the allotment of the plots to Mahanagar Gas
Ltd. The Committee was also directed to generally
look into all matters relating to or Incidental to
the opening of ONG outlets, as that would reduce the
burden of this Court and this Court L11 have the
benefit of expert opinion of a representative body,
making it simpler for this Court to take a decision
In such matters, wherever necessary.

5..

The Committee appointed by this Court by

Order dated 15th December,

1999 with Mr.V.M.Lal,

Transport Commissioner, as the Chairperson, made its
report to this Court, and has made its

recommendations on various issues.

Copies of the

report were made available to the Respondents, and
the Respondents have been heard. An affidavit has
also been filed on behalf of the State of
Maharashtra in April, 2001 substantially accepting
the recommendations of the Committee, but with a few
suggestions hare and there,

we

are

presently

concerned with the phasing out of vehicles in the
light of the recorn.nendations of the Committee.

We

are primarily concerned with taxis prying in Greater
Mumbal. the three-wheelers commonly known as
'auto-rickshaws and other transport vehicles.

Sc

far as privats oars and two-wneeiers are concerned,
after some discussion, we do not consider it
necassary, at this stage, to issue any direction,
Of course, certain directions have been issued by
this Court such as requirement of P;u.C.Certlficate,
etc., which apply to these venioles, but we are of
the considered view that it is not appropriate, at
this stage,, to pass any direction for phasing out
theso vehicles. With regard to the BEST buses, we
consider It in public interest., for the present, riot
to direct phasing out of the fleet of buses of BEST,
though, as a matter of policy, BEST should also
start thinking in terms of converting its fleet of

buses to CNG/LPG.

It is. noticed that the buses of

BEST are well-maintained, and on account of better

I

-
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maintenance, do not contribute to the atmospheric
pollution to the extent some other heavy commercial
vehicles which are not properly maintained
contribute. We, however, make it clear that at a
later stage, if necessary, this Court may issue
directions even with regard to private cars,
two-wheelers and BEST buses,

A.

So far as the taxis are concerned, the

Committee has recommended that all taxis above the
age of 15 years must be converted to CNG or any
other clean fuel (which means CNG or LPG as and when
occurring throughout its

report).

It is

also

recommended that all diesel taxis above the age of 8
years should be converted to run on clean fuel.

It has further recommended that with effect
from 1st January, 2001, all transport vehicles
(except BEST buses and three-wheelers) over the age
of 15 years shall be scrapped, unless converted to
clean fuel:

So far as three-wheelers are concerned, the
Committee has recommended that with effect from 1st
January, 2001, all three-wheelers above the age of
10 years should be converted to CNG or any other

I

j

clean fuel, and further, with effect from 1st
January, 2002, all three-Wheelers above the age of B
years should run on clean fuel.

It has also recommended that with effect
from 1st January, 2001,' all three-wheelers
registered in Mumbat Metropolitan region

and above

the age of 10 years shall be scraped, unless
converted to clean fuel.

It has also recommended that with effect
from 1st janufr.ry, 2002, all transport vehicles over
8 years of age, and plying in Mumbat City (except
BEST buses) should be scrapped, unless converted to
clean fuel. The above stipulated age of a years
would be subject to modification, if any, and as per
the ae prescribed under Section 59 of the Motor

0

Vehicles Act, 1988.

7.

We may, at this stage, notice that after the

report was received, copies of the report were made
available to the parties, including the Government
of Maharashtra. and the Government of-Maharashtra
filed its affidavit dated 20th April, 2001 on the
recommendation of the Committee, and thereafter, the
matter was heard.

We were informed at one stage

that some matters were being agitated before the
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Supreme Court of India, and that appropriate
directions wore expected from the Apex Court even
with regard

to clean fuel.

We are, however,

Informed that the Supreme Court has not prsed any
order with regard to clean fuel, and the matter is
Jl1 pending b&fore the Apex Court;

We

shall,

therefore, proceed on the basis on which the
Committee has proceeded namely, that clean fuel
means Cr46 or 12G.

We shell first, take up the recommendation

8.

with regard to taxis.

The Committee recommended

that all taxis above the age of 15 years must be
convorted to clean 'rust, and all diesel texts above
the age of 8 years should be converted to clean fuel
with effect from 1st January, 2002. These taxis
also come within the category cf trunsport vehicles
(except three-wheeltrs

and

BEST

The

buses).

Committee has recommended that the transport
vehicles over the age of 15 years shall be scrapped,
unless converted to clean fuel with effect from Sst
January, 2001.

9.

-

We may, at this stage, notice that large

number of texts plying in Greater Mumbat- have
already been converted to CNG, so we have been
Informed by Mr.Cama, learned Counsel appearing on
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behalf of their union, but many more etre yet to be
converted, and the process is an on-going process.
So fat' as the State Government is concerned, it has
accepted the reoomwtendations

of the Committee. It

has submitted that since the technology is new, and
CNG is not adequately available at all places, time
may be giVen for replacement of existing engines by
CNG engines or EURO II compliant engines ,.n a phased
manner up to 31st May, 2004. Similarly, with regard
to phasing out of old vehicles, unless converted to
run on clean fuel, the State Government, while
accepting the recommendation, has submitted that
taking £ntoconsideration the inadequate supply of
of (NG at present, the said recommendation may he
brought into force with effect from Itt JanuBry,
2002 and 1st Junuary, 2003.

tO.

Mr,Rustocnjee submitted that the vehicles

will have to be classified into
viz.,

tn

categories,

those which are 15 years old and those which

are 8 years old. He has al

submitted that such

categorisation is applicable to three-wheölers and
other transport vehicles. The Committee has also
classified vehi?les into two categories, vehicles
which ari. more than 15 years ola and those which are
more th.r' 0 years old but less than 15 years old.
Committee has recommended that taxis more than

4
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15 years old be phased out with effect from Itt

January, 2001, unless converted to clean fuel.
However, since the

matter

could no be heard

earlier, and the parties were given an opportunity
to file their response to tho report of the
committee, we have also heard the parties as to the
date from whLch the recommendations should be made
offncttve.

The Government

in Its affidavit has

suggested that the date of phase out of taxis more
than 15 years old should be 1st June, 2032,
Mr.Rustomjee suggested that the effective date
should be Janu3ry or March, 2002. HavinQ considered
all aspects of the matter 1 we are of the view that
with effect form March 1, 2002, all taxis over the
age of IS

years

shall bq phased out, unless

converted to run on CNG/LPG. All taxis of Premier
1370 model shall also be phased out by this date,
unless converted to run on CNG/LPG,

H.

With regard to taxis

more than 8

years old

but less than 15 years old, the Committee
recommended that the date of phase out should be 1st
January, 2002, On the other hand, the stand of the
Government is that the date of phase out should be
¶st January, 2003.

.Counsol to- the Petitioners

suggested an earlier date for the phase out, but
having regard to all relevant circumstances,
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including the availability of CNG/LPG, we direct
that with effect from 1st January, 2003, all taxis
over the age of 8 years shall be phased out, unless
converted to run on CNG/IPG.

12.

Next -comes

the

category

described as -" three-wheelers'.

of

vehicles

The Committee has

recommended that those three-wheelers which are more

C

-

than 10 years old should be converted to run on CNG
or any other clean fuel, It has recommended that
with effect from 1st January, 2002, all
three-wheelers above tjte

age 'of 8 years should run

on clean fuel, The Government of Maharashtra, on
the other hand, has suggested the date 1st June,
2002 for three-wheelers which are more than 10 years
old, and 1st January, 2003 for three-wheelers whioh
are more than 8 years old.

0

I-tving considered all

aspects of the matter, we. direct that with effect
from March 1, 2002, all three-wheelers over the age
of 10 years shall be phased out unless converted to
run on CNG/LPG.

With effect from January 1, 2003, -_.a)t
three-wheelers over the age of 8 years shall be
DhLised out, unless converted to run on CNGJLPG.

-
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13.

The last category is the category of

transport vehicles. The Committee has recommended
that with effect from 1st January, 2001 all
transport veh5.clos (except three-wheelers and BEST
buses) over the age of 15 yatirs shbll be sorapod,
unless converted to clean fuel.

As regards the

transport vehicles over 8 years of age, It has
recommended that they shall be scrapped, unless
converted to run on clean fuel, and the effective
date recommended Is 1st January, 2002. On the other
hand, the State of Maharashtra has suggested 1st
January, 2003 as the date for scrapping of transport
vehicles more than 15 years old, and 1st January,
2005 as the effective date for scrapping of
transport vehicles more than 8 years old. Mr,Cama,
appearing on behalf of the Association, submitted
that truck-owners were not in a position to make
such a huge invstmenton the conversion of diesel'
engines to CNS/LPG.

Moreover, ;ur;?.ase Z a new

vehicle would be wholly beyond the means of most ot,'
the

truck owners, particularlj' when no substantial

financial assistance has been promised by the Sti.te
Government.

Added to this, he submitted, the

non-availability of CNG/LPG may further aggravate
the situation.

Having regard to all these aspects,

even if such trnsport iehc1es have to be phased
out, a recommendation which he opposed, he submitted

that sufficient time should be given to the
truck--owners to convert their vehicles to run on
clean fuel.

We have seriously considered the

reauest of Mr.Curna, and also taken into account the
view of the State Government. Having regard to the
facts and circumstances,

we accept the submission of

the State Government that 1st January, 2003 should
be the date for phasing out of transport vehicles
more than IS years old, unless converted to run on
clean fuel.

W3 are of the view that such transport

vehicles may be operated till the 31st December,
2002, but with effect from Istianuary, 2003,

au

transport vehicles over the age of 15 years, with
the exception of BEST buses, shall be phased out,
unless converted to run on CNG/LPG. So far as the
transport vehicles more than 8 years old are
concerned, the State Government has suggested that
the effective date of phase c-ut should be 1st
January, 2005.

MrRusotmjee, appearing for the

petitioner, strongly objected, and submitted that
the piase out date should be much earlier than what
Is suggested by the State Government. We are of the
view that such transport vehicles which are over the
ago of 8 years may be operated till 31st December,
2003, but with effect from 1st

January, 2004, all

transport vehicles over the age of 8 years, with the
exception of BEST buses, shall be phased out, unless

'I
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converted to run ou CNG/LPU. These directions have
to bs compiled by the State and its authorities. We
further clarify that no vehicle registered outside
Mumbai shall be registered in Mumbal which does not
moot the age 11rnts set out above or does not run or
CNG/LPG. The Office of Transport Commissioner shall
also ensure Ott vehicles are not converted from
transport to non-transport category in order to
defeat the age limits set out above, The Offio, of
the Transport Commissioner shall ensure that the
phasing out of the above-mentioned vehicles is
commenced in a phased manner from 1st March, 2002
onwards.

rhe phasing out shall be done in such a

manner that certain number of vehicles are phased
out or converted every month so an to ensure that
all, the vehicles in question are completely phased
out by the deadline fixed above. For this purpose,
'
the Transport Commissioner shall frame a programme
of phasing out with monthly/bi-monthly targets to be
achieved,

Iti.

The Municipal Corporation of. Greater Mumbat

shall also consider setting up of a scrap yard where
the old vehicles may be dumped, and shall also frame
a policy for disposal at such scrap material. We

-direct the transport Commissioner and the Municipal

4
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Corporation of Greater Mumbel to state before us on
affidavit the steps which they propose to take
Pursuant to our above directions within six weeks.

IS.

The Office of the Transport Comtrn.ssioner,

the Police authorities and all other concerned
authorities shall ensure that the time-frame in this
order Is

strictly

adhered to.

The State of

Maharashtra shall ensure that the directions in this
order and those that may be passed hereafter from
Lime to time are

-out7•tO

the notice of the public

through the print and electronic meofli,
4

